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Design 4 Syllabus 

PUDM_2003_C_ROBINSON_Sp12 
Design 4 - 2487 - PUDM 2003 - C, Visual Organization and Information Design  
When: Jan 24, 2012 - May 08, 2012, Tuesdays 3:00 pm - 5:40 pm 
Where: Arnhold Hall 55 W13th 407 
Instructor: Andrew C. Robinson   Email: robinsoa@newschool.edu   Office hours: By appointment 

Overview 

How can information design be used to make sense of complex data, events, processes and 
organization systems?  And how can information design inform good (and bad) decisions?  How 
does can it be used to learn something new, tell stories and build awareness about the ourselves 
and the world we live in?  We will be exploring these ideas in Design 4  

Students will explore information design by examining and creating visual communication in the 
form of icon and symbols, pictogram systems, page layouts, diagrams, charts, maps and 
instructional material. The class involves a studio and will draw upon previous design and technology 
skills. 

Prerequisites: Design 1, 2, and 3 

Learning Outcomes 

• Develop a deep understanding of visual organization and information design. 
• Develop skills to analyze and design effective data visualizations and communication. 
• Understand the implications that information design skills hold for design management in the 

distillation of multivariate data. 
• Prepare students to apply their knowledge to their upper-level classes (Design Research, 

Design Development, Senior Seminar and Thesis). 

Assessable Tasks 

The coursework will include in-class and out-of-class projects that demonstrate on-going 
development in visual analysis, design, and presentation skills.  There will be two core project themes 
that inform project work in class, and multiple activities and deliverables will be explored in each 
project.  
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Class Projects 
We will explore a range of information design tactics such as form, meaning, and culture; signs and 
symbols; multidimensional data visualization strategies and building visual vocabularies and brand 
identity systems. Each project starts from one common artifact or issue that we will use as a basis to 
learn information design tactics, and use these tactics to design projects that may include icons, 
booklets, maps, posters, signage, paper prototypes, data visualizations, etc. 

 
Themes: Our Lives and Civic Virtues 
 
Our own life and the things we consume, actions we do and people and places we engage with is 
an ideal and familiar lens through which we can understand the world we live in.  It is also an easy 
way for us as a class to collect data about our lives and behaviors in order to learn how to use 
research and information design tools to transform data into information that we can communicate 
and in the end impart new insights and knowledge to others. 
 
Civic virtue is the cultivation of habits of personal living that are claimed to be important for the 
success of the community. The identification of the character traits that constitute civic virtue have 
been a major concern of political philosophy. The term civility refers to behavior between persons 
and groups that conforms to a social mode (that is, in accordance with the civil society), as itself 
being a foundational principle of society and law. 
 
Project 1. Creating personal iconography       Weeks 1-5 
We will spend the first part of the semester looking at our own lives and specifically our consumption 
of things, food, etc. We will collect data about our selves and our peers and we will use this data to 
explore information design tactics and tools, create icons, maps, and multivariate data visualization. 
As an introduction to basic information design we will use this project to explore concepts such as 
signs both pictorial (hieroglyphs, pictograms) and non-pictorial (logograms, ideograms) and their 
use in diagramming data.  
 
Deliverables 
Using data the students collect about themselves they will create signs, pictograms, ideograms, 
quantitative diagrams and cartograms. 
 
 
Project 2. Civic Virtue Campaign Issues        Weeks 6-15 
The second part of the semester we will each choose a topic and prepare a thesis for a design 
problem. Each student will choose an issue (or a person running for public office) to create a 
campaign for or against that issue. Students will initially choose two topics.  And prepare a brief 
visual presentation of a thesis statement for each of the issues.  Through class discussion students will 
choose one of the topics to develop further for their final project. 
We will examine current issues and discover potential opportunities through data collection and 
analysis, and will express our findings though information graphics and visualizations. We will use 
navigational and narrative skills to communicate messages about our findings to targeted 
audiences.  
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Deliverables 
Students will prepare a thesis pitch presentation to get feedback from class.  They will then choose 
one issue to create an awareness campaign.  Using data the students collect about their issue they 
will create signs, pictograms, ideograms, quantitative diagrams and cartograms, an identity mark, 
brand and style guidelines, and a communication design campaign which may result in a short 
animated motion graphic, posters, booklets, etc. 
 
Choosing an issue 
Begin researching the issue by compiling relevant facts and statistics, anecdotal stories, history, etc. 
Throughout the semester assignments will be focused on developing designs related to each 
student’s campaign issue. Imagine your campaign's "brand" and communicate that through maps, 
factual and/or propagandistic information, narratives, logos, print marketing, campaign schwag, 
and data through information graphics, etc.  
 
For each project in this class you will pick a topic (or topics) as they relate to the semester themes of 
social justice and civic virtue in NYC.  These may be related to issues which are: Social, Political, 
Economic, Religious, Cultural. 
 
Issues List 
Choose a topic to use as a theme for your issue driven campaign. If you’re not sure where to begin 
here is a list of just a few hot-button issues in current events. 

• Abortion 
• AIDS 
• Alcoholism 
• Animal cruelty 
• Anti-Semitism 
• Arts Funding (lack of) 
• Automobile congestion 
• Bicycle 
• Campaign finance 
• Child care 
• Child labor 
• Child soldiers 
• Civil rights 
• Corporate are people? 
• Crime 
• Death penalty 
• Disabilities rights 
• Domestic violence 
• Drug addiction 
• Eating disorders 
• Economy 

• Education (public vs. charter, 
private, access, cost, tuition, 
quality, etc.) 

• Election Reform 
• Environment 
• Equal rights amendment 
• Evolution 
• Factory farming 
• Food 
• Food Stamps 
• Gay rights 
• Globalization 
• Governance (in the public and 

private sector) 
• Gun Violence 
• Health 
• Healthcare 
• Human Rights 
• Hunger 
• India 
• Intelligent design 
• Illiteracy 
• Immigration 
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• Land mines 
• Liberal elite 
• Manufacturing Policy 
• Marijuana 
• McDonalds (fast food) 
• Minimum wage 
• Peace 
• Poverty 
• Prayer in the schools 
• Privacy 
• Racism 
• Recycling 
• Religious right 
• Right to life 
• Right wing extremist 
• Same-sex marriage 
• Separation of church and state 
• Sex Trafficking 
• Sharia law 

• Slavery 
• Surveillance 
• Tax reform 
• Terrorism 
• Theocracy 
• Tobacco 
• Torture by governments 
• Unfair trade agreements 
• Unions 
• Vegetarianism 
• Voter Apathy (voter turn out) 
• Walmart (and other big box 

stores) 
• War 
• Women’s Rights 
• Worker rights 
• etc….  

Choose an issue you feel passionately about. 
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Required Texts 
• Visocky O'Grady, Jenn; Visocky O'Grady, Ken. The Information Design Handbook. 

Cincinnati, Ohio, How Books, 2008. 
Recommended Texts 

Visual language and Graphic Design: 
• Alexander, Christopher. Notes on the Synthesis of Form. Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 1964. 
• Dondis, Donis A. A Primer of Visual Literacy. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1973. 
• Wong, Wucius. Principles of Two-Dimensional Form. New York: Van Nostrand, 1988. 

Typography: 
• Carter, Rob, Ben Day, and Philip Meggs. Typographic Design: Form and 

Communication. New York: Van Nostrand Rheinhold, 1993. 
• Heller, Stephen. Typology: Type Design from the Victorian Era to the Digital Age.  
• New York: Chronicle Books, 1999. 
• Spiekermann, Erik and E. M. Ginger. Stop Stealing Sheep & Find Out How Type Works, 

Second Edition. New York: Pearson Education, 2002. 

Information Design: 
• Baer, Kim;  Vacarra, Jill.  Information Design Workbook: Graphic approaches, 

solutions, and inspiration plus 20 case studies. Rockport Publishers, May 2008. 
• Klanten R., Bourquin N., Ehmann S., van Heerden F., Tissot T. Data Flow: Visualizing 

Information in Graphic Design, September 2008   
• Roam, Dan. The Back of the Napkin: Solving Problems and Selling Ideas with Pictures, 

Portfolio, March 2008. 
• Mijksenaar, Paul. Visual Function: An Introduction to Information Design. New York: 

Princeton Architectural Press, 1997.  
• Jacobson, Robert, ed. Information Design. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1999. 
• Kosslyn, Stephen M. Elements of Graph Design. New York: W.H. Freeman and 

Company, 1994. 
• Mijksenaar, Paul and Piet Westendorp. Open Here: The Art of Instructional Design. 

New York: Joost Elffers Books, 1999. 
• Norman, Donald. The Design of Everyday Things. New York: Basic Books, 1988. 
• Wildbur, Peter. Information Graphics: a survey of typographic, diagrammatic and 

cartographic communication. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1989. 
• Wildbur, Peter and Michael Burke. Information Graphics: Innovative Solutions in 

Contemporary Design. London: Thames & Hudson, 1998. 
• Tufte, Edward. The Cognitive Style of Powerpoint. Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press, 2003. 
• Tufte, Edward. Envisioning Information. Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press, 1990. 
• Tufte, Edward. The Visual Display of Quantitative Information. 2nd Edition. Cheshire, 

CT: Graphics Press, 2001. 
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• Tufte, Edward. Visual Explanations: Images and Quantities, Evidence and Narrative. 
Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press, 1997. 

• Wurman, Richard Saul. Information Anxiety 2. Pearson Education, 2000. 
 

Online Resources:  
A collection of class links will be updated periodically and saved online here 
delicious.com/acrstudio/design4 
 
Below are a few links available on this site related to our class projects. 

• Death and Taxes Poster http://www.wallstats.com 
• Edward Tufte http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte 
• Jonathan Harris http://www.number27.org 

o http://thewhalehunt.org 
o http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/jonathan_harris_tells_the_web_s_secret

_stories.html  
o http://www.wefeelfine.org 

• Matthew Vescovo http://instructoart.com/instructoart.html 
• Richard Saul Wurman http://www.wurman.com 

o http://www.understandinghealthcare.com 
o http://www.192021.org 

• Nigel Holmes http://www.nigelholmes.com 
• Making Maps http://makingmaps.wordpress.com 
• The InfoVis:Wiki project is intended to provide a community platform and forum 

integrating recent developments and news on all areas and aspects of Information 
Visualization.  http://www.infovis-wiki.net 

• Visual Complexity is a resource for anyone interested in the visualization of complex 
networks. The project's main goal is to leverage a critical understanding of different 
visualization methods, across a series of disciplines, as diverse as Biology, Social 
Networks or the World Wide Web. http://www.visualcomplexity.com  

• More links are shared online at http://www.delicious.com/acrstudio/design4 
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Evaluation and grading 
Your grade is determined by your performance in following areas: 
Participation /Attendance  20% 
Projects    60% 
Research / Blog   20% 
TOTAL     100% 
 
Grade Descriptions (from Parsons Handbook): 
A  Work of exceptional quality, which often goes beyond the stated goals of the 

course. (4.0) 
A-  Work of very high quality. (3.67)  
B+  Work of high quality that indicates substantially higher than average abilities. 

(3.33) 
B  Very good work that satisfies the goals of the course. (3.0) 
B-  Good work. (2.67) 
C+  Above average work. (2.33) 
C  Average work that indicates an understanding of the course material; passable. 

Satisfactory completion of a course is considered to be a grade of C or higher. 
(2.0) 

C-  Passing work but below Good Academic Standing. (1.67) 
D  Below average work that indicates a student does not fully understand the 

assignments. Probation level. (1.0) 
F  Failure, no credit. (0.0) 
W  Withdrawal. This grade can only be assigned by the Registration Office.  
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Attendance Policy 
Class attendance is mandatory. There is no substitute for working and participating in 
class. The attendance policy applies to everyone. There are no exceptions. If a student 
fails a class due to attendance, he/she is no longer permitted to attend the class. 
Absences will impact your final grade. Students must return to class promptly after 
breaks. Undo tardiness following a given break will result in an absence. Leaving the 
class before it is over will be considered an absence. It is a student’s responsibility to 
obtain missed assignment sheets from other classmates and make-up the work in time 
for the next class. Students who do not complete and submit assignments on time and 
to a satisfactory standard will fail this class. 
Absences 
Faculty members may fail any student who is absent for a significant portion of class 
time. A significant portion of class time is defined as three absences for classes that 
meet once per week and four absences for classes that meet two or more times per 
week. During intensive summer sessions a significant portion of class time is defined as 
two absences. Lateness or early departure from class may also translate into one full 
absence.  
The following may be counted as an absence: 
• Coming to class without the required materials 
• Sleeping in class 
• Being asked to leave class because of disruptive behavior 
• Doing other course work in class. 
Tardiness 
Two instances of being late to class will be counted as one absence. Class begins on 
the hour sharp. The door to the classroom will be closed at that time. Anyone walking in 
after the door has closed (when class has started) will be marked late. Even 5 minutes is 
considered tardy. 
Delays  
In rare instances, I may be delayed arriving to class.  If I have not arrived by the time 
class is scheduled to start, you must wait a minimum of thirty minutes for my arrival.  In 
the event that I will miss class entirely, a sign will be posted at the classroom indicating 
your assignment for the next class meeting. 

 
Be responsible by... 

1. Treating class time as an opportunity 
2. Arriving to class on time, with all materials, ready to work 
3. Being prepared with all your required materials for every class 
4. Completing assignments and readings on time 
5. Participating in class discussions and critiques 
6. Asking for help when needed 
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7. Respecting your fellow students at all times 
8. Cleaning up after yourself at the end of each class 
9. Turning it off. No iPods or mobile phones are allowed in class 
10. Saving! Back up all your electronic files 
11. Execute all assignments in a professional manner: clean, neat, well presented. When 
indicated some projects are to be mounted on illustration board with a neatly cut mat 
and even margins around the face of the art work. 
 

Academic Integrity 
This is the university’s Statement on Academic Integrity: “Plagiarism and cheating of any 
kind in the course of academic work will not be tolerated.  Academic honesty includes 
accurate use of quotations, as well as appropriate and explicit citation of sources in 
instances of paraphrasing and describing ideas, or reporting on research findings or any 
aspect of the work of others (including that of instructors and other students).  These 
standards of academic honesty and citation of sources apply to all forms of academic 
work (examinations, essays, theses, computer work, art and design work, oral 
presentations, and other projects).”  
 
It is the responsibility of students to learn the procedures specific to their discipline for 
correctly and appropriately differentiating their own work from that of others.  
Compromising your academic integrity may lead to serious consequences, including 
(but not limited to) one or more of the following: failure of the assignment, failure of the 
course, academic warning, disciplinary probation, suspension from the university, or 
dismissal from the university.   
 
Every student at Parsons signs an Academic Integrity Statement as a part of the 
registration process.  Thus, you are held responsible for being familiar with, 
understanding, adhering to and upholding the spirit and standards of academic 
integrity as set forth by the Parsons Student Handbook. 
 

Guidelines for Written Assignments 
Plagiarism is the use of another person's words or ideas in any academic work using 
books, journals, internet postings, or other student papers without proper 
acknowledgment. For further information on proper acknowledgment and plagiarism, 
including expectations for paraphrasing source material and proper forms of citation in 
research and writing, students should consult the Chicago Manual of Style (cf. Turabian, 
6th edition). The University Writing Center  also provides useful on-line resources to help 
students understand and avoid plagiarism. See 
http://www.newschool.edu/admin/writingcenter/. 
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Students must receive prior permission from instructors to submit the same or 
substantially overlapping material for two different assignments.  Submission of the same 
work for two assignments without the prior permission of instructors is plagiarism. 
 

Guidelines for Studio Assignments 
Work from other visual sources may be imitated or incorporated into studio work if the 
fact of imitation or incorporation and the identity of the original source are properly 
acknowledged. There must be no intent to deceive; the work must make clear that it 
emulates or comments on the source as a source. Referencing a style or concept in 
otherwise original work does not constitute plagiarism. The originality of studio work that 
presents itself as “in the manner of” or as playing with “variations on” a particular source 
should be evaluated by the individual faculty member in the context of a critique. 
 
Incorporating ready-made materials into studio work as in a collage, synthesized 
photograph or paste-up is not plagiarism in the educational context. In the commercial 
world, however, such appropriation is prohibited by copyright laws and may result in 
legal consequences. 
 

Student Disability Services 
In keeping with the University’s policy of providing equal access for students with disabilities, 
any student with a disability who needs academic accommodations is welcome to meet 
with me privately.  All conversations will be kept confidential.  Students requesting any 
accommodations will also need to meet with Jason Luchs in the office of Student Disability 
Services, who will conduct an intake, and if appropriate, provide an academic 
accommodation notification letter to you to bring to me.  At that point I will review the 
letter with you and discuss these accommodations in relation to this course.  Mr. Luchs’ 
office is located in 79 Fifth Avenue, 5th floor. His direct line is (212) 229-5626 x3135.  You may 
also access more information through the University’s web site at 
http://www.newschool.edu/studentservices/disability/. 
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Materials 
• Digital storage device such as a thumb drive. *see note on Digital Storage & Data 
Loss below 
• Digital camera. If you don’t own one, you may borrow one from the Knowledge 
Union equipment center. 
• 1 to 1 ½ inch 3 ring binder notebook, blank white pages for use in class, and 
homework. 
• 8 ½ x 11 inch pad of grid lined paper for sketching icons. 
• 18 or 24 inch metal straight edge ruler (calibrated for both pica and inches) 
• triangles (adjustable or one each: 30/60, 45) 
• x-acto knife with package of #11 blades 
• black ink technical pen(s) (00 and/or 1) 
• rubber cement (no spray mount in class) 
• rubber cement pick-up 
• white vinyl or pink pearl eraser 
• scissors 
• burnisher (an old spoon works best) 
• Large pad of sketch paper 
• Large pad of white 3- or 4-ply smooth finish paper 
• tracing paper, pad or roll 
• white art tape 
• Pushpins (for tacking work to walls in class) 
Additional materials (as required for specific projects) 
 
* Digital Storage & Data Loss 
All work should be saved and backed up. Digital information does not exist unless it is 
saved in at least two locations (like a hard drive and a CD). Data loss for any reason is 
not an excuse. You have been warned. Do not rely on the drives in the labs, the drop 
box is emptied every day at 11:50 and there is no guarantee that your work will be safe 
in the Work in Progress drives. 
 
 


